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Abstract. We consider functionals on one dimensional subshifts which have
prescribed Randon-Nikodym derivative under transportation by conjugating
homeomorphisms, and investigate their relation to Ruelle's transfer operator. In
particular we show that two-sided functionals essentially are products of a
functional which are supported on stable and unstable leaves. We also prove the
meromorphicity of the Fourier transform of correlation functions for Axiom A
follows in a more general setting

In this paper we study Gibbs' functionals on one dimensional lattice systems and
relate them to the eigenspaces to Ruelle's Perron Frobenius operator. The
knowledge we have about its spectrum enables us to give a classification of Gibbs'
functionals in terms of eigenfunctionals up to a remainder which corresponds to
the essential spectrum and therefore remains inaccessible to the technique employed
here. However as the essential spectrum is an artefact of the Banach space of
functions we are working with, it seems conceivable that a more sensible choice
of a function space might remove this difficulty. Using interactions, previous work
on this subject was done by Ruelle in [12] and [13]. Some of his results will be
translated into a setting using an exponentially decreasing potential instead of
interactions whereby one has to rely on Sinai's representation of two-sided functions
by cohomologous one-sided ones. Similar to the case of a measure, we define Gibbs'
functionals by their behaviour when transported by conjugating homeomorphisms.
This characterisation of Gibbs' measures was first considered by Capocaccia [7]
who also showed that given a point and its image the germs of conjugating
homeomorphisms are locally unique. The need of extending this notion to
functionals arose in [12] where the correlation function of Axiom A diffeomorphisms
was examined and the region of meromorphicity of its Fourier transform
determined. It thereby turned out that using Gibbs' functionals, the residues of
simple poles acquire an intriguingly simple form. In the case of poles of higher
order the expressions of the negative terms in the Laurent expansion become more
involving; however the coefficients can again be expressed through Gibbs'
functionals.
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In the first section we define Gibbs' functional using exponentially fast decaying
functions or potentials. In Sect. 2 we show then that one-sided functionals are
given by the eigenfunctionals of the transfer operator, and in Sect. 3 we establish
the connection between the two- and one-sided functionals, proving that up to a
remainder term they are given by products of one-sided functionals. In the final
part we extend the result of [13] about meromorphicity of the correlation function
for suspended flows to the case where the eigenspaces of Ruelle's operator no
longer have to be one-dimensional. For simple (or semi-simple) eigenvalues of the
transfer operator, Ruelle [13] introduced Gibbs' functionals for Axiom A flows.
However it seems that there is little hope of defining Gibbs' functionals for multiple
eigenvalues, at least not in a way which would result in a good theorem. In our
context this without serious consequence.

1. Introduction

Let (Ω, T) be a Smale space (a compact metric space with a local product structure,
see [11]) and denote by dΩ{ , ) its metric. A map φ from some open U c Ω into
Ω is called conjugating, \ϊdΩ(Tkφ{x\ Tk(x))-+0 for \k\ -• oo uniformly in xeU. With

a properly chosen metric the distance actually decrease in a uniformly exponential
way. Let F be a (real) valued Holder continuous function on Ω and define

keΊL

Since the distance dΩ(Tkφ{x\T\x)) decreases exponentially fast, the sum con-
verges uniformly in xeU. We say a probability measure μ on Ω is a Gibbs state
if for all conjugating homeomorphism φ defined on some Uφ9 the measure φμ is
absolutely continuous with respect to μ and the Radon Nikodym derivative
(RN-derivative) satisfies (dφμ/dμ)(x) = r(x) for xeUψ. Se also [11] Chapter 7. For
a continuous function F:ί2->R the pressure P(F, T) is defined by the variational
principle

where p are Γ-invariant probability measures on Ω. By hτ(ρ) we denote the measure
theoretic entropy of p with respect to Γ. Measures which attain the supremum are
called equilibrium states for F. For details see Walters [16], where also equivalent
definitions for pressure are given and discussed. If F is Holder continuous and Γ
topologically mixing there exists a unique equilibrium state which is also a Gibbs'
state (see [11] Chap. 7). Conversely, a Gibbs' state is an equilibrium state and
hence Γ-invariant, provided Γ is a topologically mixing transformation.

We set Cβ(Ω) for complex Holder continuous functions on Ω with Holder
exponent βe(0,1 ]. From now on μ no longer needs to be a measure but can be a
functional, and from now on μ will be an element in the dual of Cβ(Ω) unless
stated otherwise. This generalisation was for Axiom A diffeomorphisms first
considered by Ruelle in [12] and then in [13] extended to suspended flows. For
μ, veCβ(Ω)* we say formally reCβ(Ω) is the RN-derivative dμ/dv if the identity
μ = rv is satisfied. Besides this we shall take the liberty of writing J χdμ = J χrdv for
(test) functions χeCβ(Ω)9 as one is used to do for measures. The following definition
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extends the notion of Gibbs' states to functionals which under conjugating
homeomorphisms have a prescribed RN-derivative.

Definition. 1. A functional μeCβ(Ω)* is a Gibbs'functional for FεCβ{Ω) if

for all χeCβ(Ω)* with support in φ(Uψ) and for all conjugating homeomorphisms
φ defined in some open Uψ c Ω.

We shall restrict mainly to subshifts of finite type. Let A be some finite set
with the discrete topology, let A be an |A| x |A|-matrix of zeros and ones and
define

Σ = jzeΠ A:Alzhzί+1-] = 1 VieZ j ,
I ieZ J

which carries the product topology. We call Σ a subshift of finite type and define
on it a (two-sided) shift transformation by σ{z)i = zi+19 ieZ. We say A is the alphabet
of Σ. For positive p < 1 one defines a metric on Σ by d(x, y) = pk, where k = k(x, y) =
max {j x ^y. for all | i | ^ ; } . The topology on Σ is then generated by the
open-closed sets

where x_n'-xn is a word in X1 of length 2n + 1, n = 1,2,... . The l/(x_„•••*„) are
usually called cylinders. Note that Σ has dimension zero. Throughout this paper
we shall assume that (Σ9 σ) is topologically mixing, that is An is positive for large
n. The variation of a complex function f on Σ is a function defined by

varn/(x) = sup{I f(x)- f(y)\:yeΣ satisfying fc(x,y) ^ n},

n = 1,2,... . If the variation decays fast enough, such that for some continuous
and strictly positive function u on Σ

|| / \\u = sup sup varn (x) exp 2 min (u " "(JC), un{x))

is finite, where un = u + uσ H h uσn~1 and u~n = wσ~ι H h wσ~n, we define a
norm ||| |||M = || || ̂  + || ||M and denote by CU(Σ) the space of complex functions on
Σ which are finite with respect to this norm. In fact, CU(Σ) is a Banach algebra.
We have a filtration CU(Σ) c= CU>(Σ\ 0 < uf ^ M, and furthermore, C^Σ1) is dense in
CU>(Σ), with P) C,,^) dense in CU(Σ) (in the ||| |||u,-norm). Such a continuous and

u>0

strictly positive u is called modulus of continuity. We shall assume that the variation
of u itself decays exponentially fast.

A conjugating homeomorphism φ defined on U(zk z,) <= Σ for some Γ-word
zk'"Zh k<l, replaces the z-string by another word z'k -z'h z'k = zk9 z'^z^ As
one can see this defines a conjugating map from U to φ(U). In fact all conjugating
homeomorphisms on Σ are of this form. The RN-derivative of a Gibbs' functional
for feCu(Σ) transported by φ is given by exp £ (fσkφ —f<*k).

keZ

To discuss Gibbs' functionals on Σ it is necessary (or convenient) to consider
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the one-sided, left infinite and right infinite subshifts defined by

and the one-sided shift transformations shift σ ι:Σ0-+Σ0 which is induced by
σ~i on the two-sided subshift is onto and locally a homeomorphism (and finite, at
most IA I, to one) and σ:Σ1-+Σ1 induced by σ. As above in the two-sided case
we define variation and the Banach algebras CUo(Σ0) and CUι{Σγ) of functions
which are finite with respect to the norms | | | / . | | | t t i = H/J^-l- ||/ίl|Ml, where the
Holder constants | | / t ||Ui are here given by supsupvarn/^xjexpw^^x), i= 1.

xeΣi n ̂  1

For one-sided Holder continuous functions fιeCe(Σ^ i = 0,1, one defines
according to Ruelle [11] Perron-Frobenius type operators (transfer matrices)
L f: CUι(Σi) -+ CUι{Σi) by: (Loχ)(x) = £ χ(x') exp fQ(x'\ xeΣ0, where the summation

x'eσx

is over all x'eΣ0 satisfying σ~1xr = x; and similarly (Lιχ)(y) = £ χ(/)exp fι(y')
for yeΣu y'eσ~ιy = {u'sΣ^σy' = y}. y'e<τ~ ly

Gibbs' functionals (Go,©! on the one-sided shifts Σ0,Σi are defined similar
to the two-sided case above. The advantage however is that instead of an infinite
sum over the integers from — oo to + oo we have to deal with finite sums (if we
forget for a moment that we have to use Proposition 3 below), where the number
of non-zero terms depends on the particular conjugating homeomorphism we are
considering. We examine the right infinite case Σi in more detail, results obtained
there have also a formulation for the left sided case. Put Γn, n ̂  1, for the set of
2\-words η = ηx ηn and U(η) for the cylinder {yeΣi: ηt = y^i^ n}. A conjugating
homeomorphism \j/ι is of the form Ψi(ηy) = ήy, where η,ήeTn and yeΣι is such
that ηy, ήy are allowed sequences. The RN-derivative of a Gibbs' functional v on Σ1

is then given by

(dφtv/dv){ηy) = expί/Λw) - fΛny))

In the case of Σo one proceeds in the same way. Before passing on to the two-sided
functionals we shall in the next section linger more on one-sided ones, in particular
on G x .

2. The One-sided Case

The main result of this section is Proposition 2 which classifies one-sided Gibbs'
functionals as eigenfunctionals of Ruelle's operator. We restrict our attention to
the right-sided case and drop the index 1 whenever possible. Let u, strictly positive
and continuous, be a modulus of continuity for functions on Σ and let feCu{Σ).
For real / Ruelle's Perron-Frobenius theorem [11] tells us that the largest
eigenvalue λ0 of the associated operator L = Lf is real, positive and simple if (Σ, σ)
is topologically mixing, while the rest of the spectrum is contained in a disc of
radius strictly smaller than λ0. The pressure of / as defined by the variational
principle equals Iog2o I n Λe case of complex valued /,L has isolated eigenvalues
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of finite multiplicity in the annulus {ze<E:ep{Rf~u) < \z\ ̂  eP(R/)} and an essential
spectrum which is contained in the closed disc with radius eP[*f~u\ where P(R/)
is the pressure of the real part of / (see [8] Lemma 2). Let E λ be the eigenspace
in CU{Σ) to the eigenvalue A, |λ\ > emf~u\ and E λ * the corresponding eigenspace
in the dual CU(Σ)*. As complex vectorspaces d i m E λ = d imE λ * = /. In E λ * , E λ we
choose orthogonal bases vAfΓ,JVλtP,r= 1,...,/, normalised so that vλtr(Nλ>tS) =
δλλ.δrs (δrs is the Kronecker symbol: <5rs = 1 if r = s and 0 otherwise). Hence we
obtain the decompositions i1 stands for transposition)

)LAvA + R (v),
(2-1)

where the spectral radii of the remainder R:CU(Σ)-+CU(Σ), R*:CU(Σ)*-+CU(Σ)*
are less or equal to eP{Rf~u\ Nλ is the vector of eigenfunctions (NλΛ,Nλa, ) λ and
vλ stands for the eigenfunctionals (vλ 5 l,vΛ 2 5 ) 1 The matrices Lλ are assumed to
be in Jordan normal form with ones in the diagonal. We denote by σ* the adjoint
to the shift given by (σ*v)(χ) = v(χ°σ), veCu(Σ)*9χeCu(Σ).

Proposition 2. Let u be a modulus of continuity, feCu{Σ) and λ be in the discrete
spectrum ofL, then the functionals vλs, s = 1,..., 1 are Gibbs' functionals. Moreover,
any Gibbs' functional veCu(Σ)* has the representation

x

where Ψ*:CU(Σ)*-+CU(Σ)* is a projection and LIP* has spectral radius ^ e

pm~u\

Proof The first assertion was shown in [12], but nevertheless we shall give a proof.
For a,b,ceA satisfying A[a,c] = A[b,c] = \ we define a conjugating homeo-
morphism ψc:U(ac)-+U(bc) in the obvious way by putting φc{acy) = bcy, for
acyeU(ac). Since v is Gibbs, we have for (test) functions χsCu(Σ),

J χ(ay)dv{ay) = J χ{ay)efiay)-fiby)dv(by).
U(ac) U(bc)

One obtains by summming over all aeA satisfying Λ[α,c] = 1,

Σ ί X(y)dv(y)= J (Lχ)(σy)e-^dv(y),
a U{ac) Uφc)

which holds independent of be A, A[b,c] = \. Let N(c) be the number of
predecessors of c, that is the number of b which satisfy A\b,c] = 1 (N(c) ̂  1) and
sum over b:

f x(y)dv(y) = N(cΓ1 J (Lχ)(σy)e-^dv(y).
σ ~ 1 U(c) σ ~ ί U(c)

Put g(acy) = f(acy) + log N(c)eCu(Σ), and sum over ceA for which we get

vfo) = ί (Lχ)(σy)e-^dv(y) = (σ*e'βv)(Lχ).

We see that the condition v = L*σ*e~9v is necessary for v to be Gibbs. That it is
sufficient follows from the fact that the equations also allow to be read from right
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to left. With (2-1) for L* we decompose v as follows

v = Σ λ{σ*e-°v){Nλ

L)Lλvλ + Λ (σ*e"H (2-2)

where the spectral radius of R*:CU(Σ)* ->CU(Σ)* is less or equal to emf~u\ This
representation of v shows that up to some remainder term P*v, which lies in a
linear subspace of CU(Σ) to which restricted L has spectral radius ^emf~u\
one-sided Gibbs' functionals are linear combinations of eigenfunctionals vλ. To
conclude the proof we have to show that the functionals vλr are Gibbs'. To this
end let K, λ be discrete eigenvalues of L, recall that λLλ

λNλ = LNλ (we write L for
the unit matrix times L) and evaluate

= K- ^Wι vκ)r(L({Lλ

LNλ°σ)se-«))

= κ~^Σ ί Σ (Lί

1Nλ{cx))y(^>-'^d(Lκ-
ιv

ceA U(c) a,A[a,c] = 1

Lδrs if K = A.

In addition we have Λ*σ*β~*vκ r = 0 as can be seen from the following identities:

for all χeCu(Σ). Thus L*σ*e~9 leaves eigenfunctionals of L* invariant, which proves
the first half of the proposition. Inserting this into (2-2) proves the second half. •

3. The Two-Sided Functionals

In this section we connect two-sided to one-sided Gibbs' functionals and prove in
Proposition 4 the two-sided equivalent of Proposition 2 for the two-sided case.
Two functions f,geCu,(Σ) are said to be cohomologous if there exists a Holder
continuous weCu.(Σ) such that / — g = w — wσ for some positive u'. A function
that is cohomologous to zero is a cocycle. Put <Df for the Gibbs' functionals for
feCu(Σ). One easily sees that <Rf = Gg if g is cohomologous to / and that Gibbs'
functionals are therefore determined by the equivalence class of cohomologous
functions a particular / is in. This leaves some freedom to choose /, however only
in the two-sided case. One-sided functional generally do change when adding to
/ a cocycle. The following classical result by Sinai [15] is essential for the description
of two-sided Gibbs' functionals. It asserts that Holder continuous functions are
cohomologous to functions which are constraint in the local unstable direction.

Proposition 3. ForfeCu(Σ) there exist w1 andf1 in C(ί/2)U(Σ) such that fx = / +
Wj — w4σ; we haυef^x) = fx(y) whenever xt = yh i g 0. Moreover iff is real valued
w i>/i both can be chosen to be real.

For a proof see [8] Proposition 1. The same statement for some w0eCiί/2)u{Σ)
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applies to / 0 = / + w0 — woσ which has the property that fo(x) = /o(y) whenever
Xi = yι for i ^ l . In particular (/ 0,/i) can be identified with an element in
Cuo(Σ0)xCUι(Σί)9 where the one-sided moduli of continuity uθ9u1 are co-
homologous to u and such that functions in C{1}2)U{Σ) which depend only on
negative or positive coordinates can be identified with elements in CUo(Σ0) and
C^Σi). We shall repeatedly use one-sided functions in a two-sided context with
the obvious meaning. Without loss of generality we can assume that uo,uί are
positive (see [8]). Put (Bo for the one-sided Gibbs' functionals on Σo associated
to / 0 and <E1 a CUι(Σx) for those associated to fxσ and let L0,L1 be the transfer
operators on CUo(Σ0), CUγ(Σι) with weight functions f0 and f1σ. For a discrete
eigenvalue λ of Lx let as in the previous section vΛs,NλtS9 s = 1,...,Z, be normalised
orthogonal bases in E l f A * , E l t λ and μKtt.,MKtn s= l,...,fc, normalised orthogonal
bases spanning the eigenspaces of L0*9L0 to the discrete eigenvalue K. Put
τ(z) = (w0 — w1)σ(z)eCil/2)u(Σ) and define a map τ from CUo(Σo) x 0^(2^) into
C{ll2)u(Σ)byτ(μ,v) = eτμv.

As (X,σ) is a hyperbolic space we can identify the local stable and unstable
"leaves" with Σo and Σx respectively. The transfer operators L o and Lx associated
to the functions f0 and fίσ act in the stable and unstable directions and can be
interpreted as operators in C(1/2)U{Σ) as (the comma separates the zero'th coordinate
from the first)

Σ
ηeA

( / ) £ ) , and similarly for Lo. Denote by FiczCilj2)u{Σ)* the subspace of
functionals on which the induced operator L{* has spectral radius ^ep,P =
P(Rf - u\ i = 0,1, and put F = F o ulFi.

Proposition 4. The image of C o x C x under τ are two-sided Gibbs' functionals for
f Moreover any two-sided Gibbs' functional ω for f which can be extended to
C(lf2)u(Σ)* has the representation

ω = Σ Σ ω(e~τMκ,rNλ,s)τ(μκ,r, vA,s) + ώ,
κ,λ r,s

where the summation κ,λ is over the discrete spectrum of L o* and L x * and ώeF.

Proof. We first show the second part of the proposition. For ω Gibbs' and a conju-
gating homeomorphism φ defined on UψCiΣ the RN-derivative (dφω/dω)(z) =
r(z) is given by

^ Without loss of generality we may assume that Uψ is a cylinder set
{ZEΣ: Zi = z'i for i = fc,...,/} for some Σ-word z'k- -z'u with k^0<l say. Let
z'^ z"/ be a Z-word with z'\ — z\>z"x = z'j, then a conjugating homeomorphism
^ is defined by φ(z)i = z"i9 i = k,..., 1 and φ(z)ι = zt otherwise, maps Uφ onto
Ό(z"k" z"ι) and induces conjugating homeomorphisms φt that map some open
Uitψ into Xj by φx{y)t = j ; t , ί > /, and ̂ j{y\ = z",-, ί = 1,...,/, for ye l/(z'o z',); and
similarly for φo:φo(x)i = xh i<K and φo{x)i = z"h k^i^O, for xGJxGΣΌiXί = z'f,
fe g ΐ g 0}. Put

Σ oi;o), r 1 =exp
k<0
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which are defined on UOtψ9 Ultψ respectively. With τ = woσ - wxσ the RN-derivative
(dφω/dω)(z) assumes that form

r(z) = roM^OOexpWίz) - Φ ) ) , (3-1)

where xy = zeUψ. By assumption ω can be extended to a functional on C(1/2)ll(2?)
which we again denote by ω. Since CU(Σ) is dense in C{ί/2)U{Σ) this extension
is unique, which makes e~τω a well defined element in C(1/2)ll(2?)* that has
RN-derivative (#β~ tω/^~' tω)(x>') = ro(x)r1(};) when transported by ψ. Let

) ^ ) be independent of positive coordinates and define on Σx a functional
by putting ω(χ,χ') = ω(e" tχ χ/) where χ'eC(1/2)tt(2?) depends only on co-

ordinates > 0. Since ώ(χ, •) is Gibbs' by Proposition 2 it can be written as

ώ t e ' ) = Σ Σ ώ^ NλtS)vλfS(-) + rx*ώ(χ9 •), (3-2)

where the summation is over the discrete spectrum of L x * and F x * is a projection
operator such that L ^ P j * has spectral radius S ep. Now as χ varies ώ( , iVΛs) is
a functional on Σo and, as we have seen, Gibbs'. Thus by Proposition 2

ω( , Λίλ>s) = X Σ ώ(Mκ>r, N λ > κ , r ( ) + lPo*ώ( , iVAfJ), (3-3)

where the spectral radius of L 0 * P 0 * is bounded by ep. The second half of the
proposition follows now from (3-2) and (3-3) since ώ = e~τω for functions which
are products of right-sided and left-sided functions. Note that F t = Ψ^

It remains to show the first part of the statement. For (μ, v)e(G0 x C t we
obviously have eτμveC{1/2)u(Σ)* a CU{Σ)*. As described above a conjugating
homeomorphism φ'.Uψ-^Σ induces conjugating homeomorphisms I / Ό ^ I in ^o
and Σγ. Now as μ and v are Gibbs' it follows from (3-1) that eτμv is Gibbs'
as well. •

If we call eτμκrvλtS pure Gibbs' functionals, then with an additional normalising
condition on G o and (E1 τ is a bijection onto the pure two-sided functionals whose
inverse is given by ω. A trivial but nonetheless interesting consequence of the last
proposition is the following corollary which asserts a sort of local product structure
for equilibrium states. We take a weighted product of transversal measures on stable
and unstable leaves whereby the weight function turns out to be Holder continuous
of class C{ίj2)u(Σ) and not of class CU(Σ), since its derivation involved Proposition 3
where we lost some regularity.

Corollary 5. The equilibrium state μ on Σ is up to a normalising factor of the form
eτμv, where μ,v are the unique Gibbs' measures on Σ0,Σι and τ is as above.

Proposition 6. ([12] Proposition 2.2) L o and Lx have the same discrete eigenvalues
with the same multiplicity and the eigenspaces are ίsomorphic.

Proof For reason of completeness we bring a proof which is modelled after [12]
Proposition 2.2, adapting it to our purpose. Let τ be as before and define an
operator D:Clll(2?1)*-+CMo(Xo) by (comma parts the zero'th coordinate from the
first)
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VGC U I (2Ί)* , for which we can do the following transformations: (Set τ(x,y) = — oo
whenever xyφΣ.)

= ί Σ e x P Mx> W

= ί Σ e χ P (wo(χn> y)~wι (χri> y)+/(**/> y)+HΊ (x*/, y)-wi <r(χ*t, y))My)

This shows that L0D = Dί^*, and similarly one shows that LXD* = D*L0*, where
D* adjoint to D. One sees that D maps E 1 > A* into EO t A for discrete eigenvalues
λ. A similar statement applies to D*. We still have to show that D is injective on
E l j λ * . Let veE1 > A* be non-zero and χsCUί(Σ1) such that v(eτχ) does not vanish.
Without losing any generality we can assume that χ(y) depends only on the first
n coordinates for some n9 that is χ is constant on cylinders U(η),ηeTn. Moreover
since v{eτχ) # 0 we have that also (L^v^χ) is non-zero and

(L^nv)(eτχ)= J Σ

= Σ X(i)expti-n)(xi) ί e ^
\η\=n Σι

is non-zero which implies that Dv does not vanish. In the last equation χ is a
locally constant function in Ctt0(JE0). We also used fγ ~ f0 — τ -f τ σ " 1 and fιnσ(ηy) =
fo(~n\xη) - (τ - τσn)(x, f/y), where / 0

( " π ) = / 0 H h /o^"1"". By the same argument
one shows that D*ΈOtλ* is injective. Hence Z)E1>A* c=E0 > λ and D*E O t A * c E l f λ

which implies that EO j A and E l ί A are isomorphic. Π

This proposition is particularly interesting for evaluating one-sided functions. Let
χeCaι2)u(Σ) be independent of positive coordinates so that we can identify it with
a function in CUO(Σ0) and let veCUi{ΣιY be an eigenfunctional to the eigenvalues
λ and μeCUo(Σo)* Gibbs. Then

τ(μ, v){χ) = μv(eτχ) = μ(v{eτ)χ) = μ{Mχ),

where M = DveCuo(Σ0) is an eigenfunction of L o to the eigenvalue λ9 and a similar
result holds if χ depends only on positive coordinates. For/real, the unique Gibbs'
measure on Σo is up to a normalising factor given by Mμ, where M = Dv, μ and
v span the one dimensional eigenspaces in CUo(Σ0),Cuo(Σ0)* and (^(2^)* to the
eigenvalue eP(f) which they share. Proofs and details to this classical result can be
found in [1].

Let μκ, vλ span EO>IC*,E1>A* and be such that L 0*μκ = κLOκμκ, Lx*vA = λLx λvλ,
where L0>IC,L l ίA are in Jordan normal form with Γs in the diagonal. If we choose
normalized and orthogonal bases Mλ,Nλ,μλ, vλ in E O t A E l f A , E o A*, E 1 > A* such that
Mλ = Dvλ and Â A = D*μλ, the linear maps are related by LQλ

L = Lί λ since

λL0/Mλ = L0Mλ = L0Dvλ = DLx*vλ = λLuλDvλ = λLuλMλ.

Define a collection of Gibbs' functionals by
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where μκλ is a k x /-matrix of functional on Σ with entries (μκλ)ij = eτ(μκ)i(vλ)j a n < i
kj are the dimensions of EO f C and E x λ . Notice that (μKλ)ίjG^i/2«(^)* If λ is a
simple eigenvalue then μλλ is in fact the derivative of λ. For this see [12] where
we also take Proposition 2.3 in the following form:

Lemma 7. Let EO|C*, E1 > λ* be eigenspaces of LO*,LX*, then σ* restricted to
τ(E 0 κ * x E l λ * ) has the eigenvalue κλ~ι and satisfies

σ*μκλ = Kλ-^iLo^μJiL^vJ1 = Kλ^L^μ^L^-11.

4. The Zeta Function

Given feCu(Σ) (Σ can be a one or two-sided subshift) the zeta function is then
defined by

meN

where ζm(f) = ]Γ exp fm{x) and F(m) = {xeΣ: σmx = x} are the periodic points
xeF(m)

of period m. The pressure of the real part of / is a given by the variational principle
and equals (cf. [1])

l imm'Uog £ expR/m(x).
m€N xeF(m)

Thus we see that whenever P ( R / ) < 0 the summation over m converges to an
analytic and non-zero function and according to [8] Theorem 4 can meromorphically
be continued as follows:

Theorem 8. ζ(f) is a non-zero and analytic function in { / E C M ( 2 ' ) : P ( R / ) < 0 } and
has a meromorphic extension to the halfplane {feCu(Σ):P(Rf — u)<0}.

Note that zeta function and pressure do not change by adding a cocycle to /. In
the one-sided case replacing / by /-hlogz, zeC\{0}, has the effect that the
eigenvalues of Lf are scaled by z and the pressure of the real part becomes
P ( R / + log|z |) = P(R/) + log|z | . Ruelle introduced a generalized zeta function
which we denote here by

d(z, f) = ζ(f + log z) = exp £ zmζjm,

(see also [11] Chapter 5.29) and for which the following result holds:

Corollary 9. d(z,f) is a non-zero analytic function for | z | < e ~ P ( R / ) and can mero-
morphically be extended to | z | < ^ " P i R / ~ u ) with poles at l/λ(f\ where λ(f) are
eigenvalues ofLf (counting multiplicities).

Consider the one-sided right infinite case and put Ψλ() = Nλ

λvλ(-) for the
projection onto the eigenspace E t Λ. We shall need the following corollary which
also has a formulation in the left sided case.

Corollary 10. Given f"eCUι(Σx) then ( 1 r z L r ) ~ l = Σ N / ( 1 -zλL1J"1vλ + KZ9

where Kz is holomorphic for \z\< e~~p{Rf ~Uί\ λ
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5. Suspended Flows

Let (Σ,σ) be a two-sided topologically mixing subshift of finite type and reCu(Σ)
a real and strictly positive function. From now on the modulus of continuity is
u = 2yr for some positive constant y. Of course any positive and continuous function
would do. The reason for this particular choice lies in the fact that suspensions which
via Markov partitions are derived from Axiom A flows on manifolds have ceiling
functions with this regularity where y is half the contraction parameter of the flow
(see [8] Sect. 5). See [2] for a detailed account of the construction of Markov
partitions and suspensions for Axiom A flows. We put

and φt'.Σr^>Σr, t real, for the suspended flow which is defined by φ,(x,s) = (x,s + t)
whenever 0 g s, s + t g r(x) and extended to ί e R by identifying (x, r(x)) with (σx, 0),
where σ is the shift on the lattice Σ. The function r is frequently called the ceiling
or return function of the flow φt. We use the product topology on Σr (for a metric
see [6]) and assume that there is more than one closed orbit (weak mixing). The
entropy of φt is the entropy of the "time-one" map φι.

Denote by A the Lebesgue measure on 1R and let μ be a σ-invariant probability
measure on the discrete Σ9 then μ = μ ( r ) ~ 1 μ χ Λ *s a < P r i n v a r i a n t probability
measure on Σr. The measure theoretic entropy h*(μ) which is given by the time-one
map equals by Abramov's formula h(μ)/μ(r\ where h(μ) is the measure theoretic
entropy of Σ with respect to μ. We also have the identity P( — h*(μ)r) = 0. The
pressure of a continuous F : £ r - * R is defined by the

where p are φΓinvariant probability measures on I r A measure that attains the
supremum is called an equilibrium or Gibbs' state. If μ is an equilibrium state on

r(x)

Σ to the function / - P*(F)r,f(x) = J F(x, ήdt, then μ = μ x Λ/μ(r) is an equili-

brium state on Σr to the function F and we have P(f — P*(F)r) = 0 which also

determines P*(F) uniquely [5].
Denote by λ{Θ) the length of a closed orbit 0 under the flow φt. The zeta

function for a continuous F:Σr-+<C is then given by

F(φtxΘ)-z)dt

where xΘeΘ is a point on the closed orbit Θ, z a complex variable, and where the
Euler product is over all closed orbits. Provided f{x) is an element in CU(Σ) we
can express the zeta function (*(z) by the one introduced in Sect. 4. Hence
ζ(f — zr) = ζ*(z) and it follows from Theorem 8 that ζ*(z) has a meromorphic
extension to z for which P(R(/ — zr) — yr) < 0. Thus

Proposition 11. [8] ζ*(z) is non-zero and analytic for Rz > P*(RF) and has a
meromorphic extension to the halfplane {ze(C:Rz > P*(RF)-y} with a pole whenever
Lf+zr has 1 as eigenvalue.

Let vo,v1,ro, r1sC(ιl2)u(Σ) be functions chosen according to Proposition 3 so
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that ro = r + v0 — voσ, rλ =r + v1—v1σ, depend only on coordinates ^ 0 , ^ 1
respectively and can be identified with functions in CUo(Σo), CUl(2Ί). Note that r0

and Γj are real but not necessarily strictly positive although r is. Let as in Sect. 3
/o>/i be one-sided functions cohomologous to /, then according to [13] we can
do the following construction. For complex numbers α, β we form transfer operators
Lf.,Lf» using the functions / / = / o + αr o σ~ 1 and / " =fxσ + βrx. (In the next
section one of the parameters either α or β will always be equal to zero.) For /c, λ
discrete eigenvalues of Lf.,Lf»9 let as before μκ,vλ be bases for the eigenspaces
E0,,*c=Ctto(i;0)*, Έ^aC^Σ,)* such that Lf*μκ = κL0,κμκ, Lr*vλ = λLXtλvλ9

where L0>IC, L1 λ are invertible metrices in Jordan normal form with Γs in the
diagonal. Without loss of generality we may assume that the eigenspaces Eo>ιc*,
E 1 > A* are irreducible and have dimensions k and /. By Proposition 1 μκ,vλ are
one-sided Gibbs' functionals for the functions / ' and /". On the discrete system
Σ we define a collection of functionals (which are not necessarily Gibbs') by

μκχ = eτ'μκvλ\

(λ means transposition) where τ' = woσ + oιv0 — w1σ~ βv1 = τ + OLVO — βυx and μκλ

is a k x /-matrix with entries (μκλ)ij = eτ (μκ)i(vλ)j One easily verifies that

where τ" = (β — α)r is a function in CM(-Γ) (this situation is unlike Lemma 7 where
we could explicitly determine the spectrum of σ* for Gibbs' functionals.).

Let α = β and vΛ span the eigenspace of Lr* {f" =f1 σ 4- βrx) to the eigenvalue
A, then by Proposition 6 M λ = Dvλ = vλ(e

τ+βivo~Vί)) is a vector of eigenfunctions of
Lf, (f =f0 + βrQσ~ι) to the eigenvalue λ and forms a basis in E O λ , (LΓ,LΓ have
the same spectrum). Since by definition μκλ = βT+αt;o~^i;iμκvΛ

1 we obtain according
to the remark made following Proposition 6 that Mλ

λμκ = eiβ " α ) t ; oμκ λ as a functional
on left-sided functions. Similarly 7Vλ = /uλ(^ t +^ ( t ; o~ t ; i )). Weput£m = l ifm^Oand - 1
if m < 0 and summarise as follows (with the convention τ"~m = τ"σ~x + + τ"σ~m

if m ^ 1):

Proposition 12. The functionals (μkλ)ijeCu(Σ)*, K = /c(α), λ = λ(β) have the properties:
(i) σ*mμκ Λ =_(K:/A)mexp(emT"-m)Lo,K^K AL 1,/-m/or m integer,

(ϋ) μκλ=ze{a β)VoMλ

1μκ acting on one-sided functions in CUo(Σ0)9

(iii) μκλ = e{<x~β)VίNκvλ

L acting on one-sided functions in C U l (ΣΊ).

6. Correlation Function

In this section we give a more complete result on the correlation function for
Axiom A flows as was previously known . We essentially use the same method as
was employed in [13] and [9] to link the correlation function of Holder continuous
functions to the (generalised) zeta function the poles of which determine the poles
of the Fourier transform of the correlation function also called reasonances. The
connection between the poles of the correlation function and the poles of the zeta
function was originally suggested by [14]. Also in [13] the residues of the poles
of the Fourier transformed correlation function is given an expressed through
Gibbs' functionals, however only for one dimensional eigenspaces of the transfer
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operator L. Here we give a proof without this restriction. Moreover, as we make
use of the variational principle we also yield a better estimate on the width of the
strip in which the Fourier transform is meromorphic.

As in the previous section in modulus of continuity is a positive multiple of
the ceiling function. Denote by Cu(Σr) the set of all continuous complex functions

r(x)

F on Σr such that J eptF(x,t)dteCu(Σ) for all peC, and define functionals
o

dμκλ = eiβ~a)tdμκλ x dt, where as in the previous section α, β are complex parameters
and κ,λ are discrete eigenvalues of LΓ,LΓ. If K and λ both assume the same value,
say 1, and are simple or semi-simple, these functionals deserve being called Gibbs,
as they were introduced in [13], where it was also shown that they get multiplied
by a factor e{β~a)s if mapped under φs*. If K, λ are multiple eigenvalues the associated
functionals no longer have this nice property. For the following we agree that the
1 in μ l λ, μλl are eigenvalues 1 of the transfer operators Lo, Lx with / 0 , fλo as weight

r(ξ)

functions (parameter are 0). For F:Σr->R we put f(ξ)= j (F(ξ,t) - P*(F))dt,
where P*(F) is the pressure of F. °
Theorem 13. Let (Σnψt) be a the flow obtained by suspending the strictly positive
reCu(Σ\ u = yr,y>0, and let μ be the unique equilibrium state for some realFeCu(Σr).
Then, for G, //eC(1/2)u(Xr) the Fourier transform Q(ω) of the correlation function
Q(t) = μ((Gφt)H)
(i) is meromorphic in the strip {ωeC: | I ω | < y}, and
(ii) the poles are located at the values of ω0 at which either Lf, or Lf» has 1 as
eigenvalue, where f =fo — iωroσ~1, f" —fγOΛ-iωru and Q(ω) has locally the
expansion

μlκ(G)(l - κL0,κY'μκX{H) if K = κ(iωo)eSp(LΓl

μn\G){\-λLuλy'μιλ\H\ if λ = λ(iωo)sSp{Lr\

plus a contribution which is regular in a neighbourhood ofiω0. The matrices LOκ9

Llλ are in Jordan normal form with Γs in their diagonals. We assume that the
eigenspaces are irreducible and have basis as described above and count eigenvalues
according to the number of irreducible subspaces into which the eigenspaces split.

The next lemma will be needed to prove the theorem. It will be necessary
to decompose complex functions <DeCil/2)u(Σ) into locally constant functions:
<E= £ (Em, where GmeC{ί/2)u(Σ) are stepfunctions constant on two-sided cylinders

U(η-m'~ηm), so that | (E w + 1 (x)^ HC|| ( 1 / 2 ) uexp-min(um(x), M~W(X)) are such that
varfc(Em is small for k<m. For each symbol ηeA choose one-sided infinite
sequences xeΣ0, yeΣ1 such that the composition xηy is admissible in Σ. Define
<E0(η) = Q}(xηy), ηeA, and inductively for m ^ 0,

G«fo) = <G(*>/j>)- Σ <Gk(η-k-ηk\
0^k<m

where η = η_ m -ηm are words in Σ of length 2m + 1 and x, y depend merely on η _ m

and ηm. Clearly <EmeC{1/2)u(Σ) and satisfies by construction the following estimate

for k> m.
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Lemma 14. Let geCUϊ(Σx) and let Lg: Cu^Σ^ -^ CUί(Σί) be the transfer operator
associated to g here as an operator from C{1/2)U(Σ) to itself where u1>0 is
cohomologous to u. Then for all χeC{l,2)u(Σ\ locally constant functions (Em as
introduced in the last paragraph and m ̂  0, the identity holds:

Proof By the manipulations (as usual a comma parts the zero'th from the first
coordinate)

Σ (L9j(Sm<7jχ)(χ,y) = Σ Σ <S}m(ηj-m+i' Ίij,yi ' ym)χ(

= Σ (&m(P>yι'-ym)expgm(ρy) Σ Σ χ(x,δpy)expgk(δpy)
| | kZO

= Lg

m(<Gmσm(l-LgΓ
1χ)(x,y)

ΐoτ(x,y)eΣ0 x Σx satisfyingxyeΣandρδ = ηeTp(p9δ)eTm x Tk9j = m + k, so that
xηy is admissible. •

A similar statement holds for some geCUo(Σo), Lg\ CUQ(Σ0) -> CUo(Σ0) and m ̂  0.

Proof of Theorem 13. We proceed along the path led out in [13] and relate the
Fourier transform Q(ω) = μv(exr) J eiωt Q(t)dt of the correlation function Q(t) to the

R
spectrum of the operators LΓ and Lf,,9 where / ' = / 0 — iωroσ

 x, / " —fxσ + iωrx
r(ζ)

are one-sided functions and f(ξ) = J (F(ξ91) — P*(F))dt. The moduli of continuity

MQ,!^! of/',/" are cohomologous to w. Since / is real, the largest eigenvalues of
Lo, Lι are single and real, namely 1, as the pressure of/ is zero. Let μ, v|be probability
measures on Σ0,Σ1 which span the eigenspaces to the eigenvalues 1. For
Q(ω) = μv(eτqω) we have in the sense of distributions (or by Fubini's theorem once
we know that the integrals exist)

qjξ) = ί eiω'rf((Gφt)H)(ξ,s)dsdt = <E*ω(ξ)H-ω(ξ),
R 0

with Ήω(ξ) = rfeiω'H(ξ,ήdt (similarly <GJ and
0

<G*ω(ξ)=jeiω Gφt(ξ,O)dt
R

ieZ rJ(ξ)

Σ
J<o

(Γl° = 0) where ro" f c = r o σ"* + •• + roσ~k for fe^ 1. We decompose eiωVι<Eω and
βtωt;o(Gω as described above and split Q(ω) (and thus the proof of the theorem) into
three parts:
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where the summation over; is: (i) j^m, (n) j ^ —m, (iii) \j\ <m. This procedure
will become clear in a second. The first and second summand will have poles which
can be related to the poles of the zeta function, while the third term turns out to
be analytical in the region of interest.
(i) Let us first determine Q l 5 and let v be the probability measure on Σί spanning
the eigenspace of Lx* to the eigenvalue 1. Put

where Σ ®i,ω,m = £iωι?1Φω i s a decomposition of the kind described above. By

Lemma 14 we obtain for m fixed summing over j^m

Qi.«M= Σ
j= m

= μv

= μv(L/Λ<Bi f«.mσ-O(l-V)" l β t" ί β W l H-«λ

where/r/ =/ x σ + iωr1. Drawing out Lλ

m yields (because Lt*v = v):

where (Ei,ω,mσmexp(ίωr1

m)eC(1/2)M(2I) depends only on positive coordinates and
can be identified with a function in CUι(Σx). In the next step we apply Corollary 10.

Qi,m,A f° r the contribution made by the eigenvalue λ = λ(iω) of LΓ> which is

We have Qi,m = ΣQi,m,Λ + ̂ i,m> where the summation is over the discrete
x

spectrum of Lp> and converges if we consider only finitely many λ's as we do if we
decrease u slightly. The remainder X 1 > m is of the form (K = Kz{iω) as in Corollary 10)

X l t m (ω) =

Now |C l f ω f M (ξ) | ^β"w"Hkίωt;ι(Eωll(i/2)u(exp - ι Γ ( ί ) + exp - u " ^ ) ) , and therefore

where c^e^^^e^GJ^^JK^-^M^J^. As u is cohomologous to ut

which depends only on positive coordinates and since u~mσm = um, we get the
following inequation (with matrix maximum norm):

|Xi.»l ^ 2̂ Σ ( exp sup (R/"w - u^σ^ix) + exp sup (!R/"m - wx
M=m\ xeU(η) χeU(η)

S2c2\\ΛN\\e2Nmf"-^1^ Σ

\η\=m
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c2,c3> 0. Here we used that (Σ, σ) is topologically mixing and ΛN > 0 for some N.
The last two summations are over those η for which the periodic points η™ obtained
by concatenating η with itself are admissible. We also used that M1

mσw(f7°°) = Wimθ7°°).
Thereby with the variational principle

c 4 > 0, uniformly in m, and since by assumption P(f — lωr — u) < 0 the sum
Σ X 1 > m converges for lω > — γ to an analytic function X ί . To reformulate the

expression Q1 > m > λ recall that L o ^ L ^ 1 and the identities μλl

λ = eiωVίNλ

1v,
σ*mμλί =exp( — iωr~m)(λL0,λ)

mμλl which corresponds to the choice (α,β) = (iω,0)
and μιλ

L = eτ~iωvιμvλ for which we put (α,β) = (0,iω) (2 is tied to the parameter
value iω). We obtain by Proposition 12,

± A L l f J - V i A ^

involving the remainder

which still has to be estimated. There are constants c5,c6,cΊ depending on λ but
not on m such that HA^J^ g c 5 , | (μ 1 Λ (H_ ω )) r | ^ c 6 , r = l , . . . , / , / being the
dimension of Έ1 Λ, and in the matrix maximum norm || Llfλ~

p\\ ^ cΊp\ p ^ 1. With
the identity Lx*

mv = v we get by the same argument as in estimating X 1 > m that

Σ m~p

uniformly in m, where c 8 ,c 9 > 0 and p = log \λ\ — P(f — lωr — u) is positive as | λ | is
strictly larger than the radius e

p^-lωr-u^ of the essential spectrum of LΓ. Thus the
series Σ ^i,m,λ converges to a function W l t λ which is analytic for l ω > —γ. Since

Σ e - ί - ' G 1 , ω , m = (Eω we finally get

Σ Q1.-.A = /ΆΛGJί l - AL l iA)- V i / ( H - J + W u ( 4

and

The summation ^ W 1 A is finite and converges absolutely if we replace u by a
A

slightly smaller 1/ > 0 since Lr then will have only finitely many discrete eigenvalues
in the somewhat bigger space CU.(ΣX\ On the other hand 7, which depends
continuously on w, increases to its original value as u' approaches u from below
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and we conclude that the remainder term Yj ='K1 + Σ W l f λ is analytic for
| Iω |<y. λ

(ii) For Q o we use the decomposition eiωvo(Eω = Σ <G0>cujm where the locally

constant functions djo,ω,m satisfy the same inequalities as <Erliω,m. For fixed m we
obtain (this time the summation is over j ^ — m)

where / ' = / 0 — iωroσ"1 and C O ω m σ ~ m e x p ( —ϊωro~m)eC ( 1 / 2 ) M(2 l) depends only
on coordinates ^ 0. Using Corollary 10 we get with — iω as parameter value for
K by the same argument as in (i) the following result:

= Σ
K

where X o , W o κ and Y o are analytic for lω < γ and the summation is over the
discrete spectrum of LΓ.

(iii) Finally Q*. The summation here is over \j\<m where, for fixed m, we get
by the same argument as in estimating Xi, m the following bounds (as / and r are
real)

< C

with c 1 0 ^ II έ?τ~ίωι;i]H_ω || ̂  and cίl9cί2 independent of m. Since P(f - lωr - u) < 0
and infM is strictly positive the double sum over j and m> j converges absolutely.
Therefore

- t o ^ H . ω Σ Σ <Bi.ω.m^

is holomorphic in ω for l ω > — γ, and by the same argument one shows that

is holomorphic for lω < y.
The three paragraphs (i)> (ii), (iii) together yield

Q(ω) = Σ /*iκ(G)(l - KL0,Ky^Ki(H) + Σ ftu^GHl - λ L l f λ ) - x μ ^ ^ J ί ) + Y(ω),

where the remainder Y = Ύo 4- Yx + Z o + Z x is holomorphic in the strip \Iω\<γ.
The eigenvalues K and 1 depend on ω and therefore Q(ω) has a pole whenever
either LΓ or L/w has eigenvalue 1. Thus, counting multiplicities, the poles
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of Q(ω) coincide with the poles of ζ(f — iωr) + ζ(f + iωr). This proves the
theorem. •

7. Further Remarks

(I) We give a short description of the Margulis measures for two-sided suspensions.
For / = 0 and α = β = — h, where h is the topology entropy of φn one can define
measures μ, v supported on the local weak stable and unstable leaves by
dμ^e^'^dμ^t and dv = eh(t~~Vί)dv1dt, where μi,v1 are the measures on ΣO,ΣX

which span the one-dimensional eigenspaces of Lr and Lr to the eigenvalues 1.
Similarly as in [4] Proposition 3.3 one shows that φ*-sμ = e~hsμ, φ*sv = e~hsv,
s^O, where vo,υί account for the fact that the ceiling function r in our
case is two-sided. These identities are the scaling properties of Margulis trans-
versal measures. To show that μ, v are indeed transversal measures we observe
that the strong stable leave through a point (xy,t)eΣr is locally given by
{(x'y9t + v1(x'y) — vί(xy)):x'eΣ0 close enough to x} where the identification
(z, r(z)) = (σz, 0) applies (the size of the neighbourhood over which x' varies depends
o n lî illoo)- Let χx,χx> be two functions defined on the weak unstable leaves
characterised by the left-infinite sequences x, x'eΣ0 and whose support is sufficiently
small. If χx, χx> are equivalent under "sliding" along the strong stable foliation we
have that χx(y, t) = χx\y, t + v^x'y) - vx{xy)\ assuming 0 ̂  t + v^x'y) - vx(xy) ^
r(x'y). Hence one easily verifies that v(χx) = v(χx>) as the factor e~hVι drops out.
The same conclusion applies to μ, which therefore is a measure transversal to the
strong unstable foliation.

Margulis originally proved the existence of these measures for Anosov flows.
The generalization to Axiom A flows is due to Bowen and Marcus [4] whose
approach we essentially followed here. If we glue μ and v along the flow we get
the measure μ1 x which up to a normalising factor is the measure of maximal
entropy and which in this sense is locally of product form.

(II) The transformation property (Ruelle [13] p. 107), φ*sβκλ = eiβ~a)sμκλ for
semisimple κ,λ9 was with / = 0 and β— — h recently used by Pollicott [10] to
show that for Axiom A attractors the non-weighted zeta function has an analytic
extension to a halfplane Rz > h — ε, for some ε > 0, with the exception of a single
pole at h (the topological entropy of the flow). This is a consequence of the fact
that the eigenvalues of φ* s have moduli either 1 or bounded away from 1. It readily
follows that the Fourier transform of the correlation function associated to the
measure of maximal entropy is analytic in a uniform strip containing the real axis,
apart from a pole at 0 whose residue essentially is the limit integral.

(III) It is natural to ask how Theorem 13 can be extended to Axiom A flows
in general. By a well known result of Bowen [2] an Axiom A flow is semi-conjugated
to a suspended flow whereby the ceiling function essentially measures the time it
takes for points on small pieces of hypersurfaces which are transversal to the flow
to flow up to the next one in order. As pointed out such a ceiling function has the
regularity we assumed r to have. However the construction of the partitions is
subject to some arbitrariness, as points on the forward and backward projected
boundary set usually have several distinct symbolic descriptions. With regard to
the zeta function the over-counting of periodic orbits which results from this
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ambiguity was eliminated by Manning and Bowen through considering auxiliary
suspensions (see [3]). The difficulty here is that a functional μκλ does not necessarily
correspond to anything alike on the original system. One needs a Bowen-Manning
formula for correlation functions (although for Anosov flows on three dimensional
manifolds one can do without). For diffeomorphisms partial results in this direction
were obtained in [12] Sect. 5.

(IV) There is no pole at 0 if we consider the expression μ((Gφt)H) — μ(G)μ(H)
as the correlation function of F, G, the Fourier transform of which is analytic in
a strip containing the real axis if the zeta function ζ(f + zr) has an analytic extension
to the halfplane Rz ^ P(F) — ε for some positive ε with the exception of a single
pole at P{F). By the theorem of Payley Wiener the correlation function decays
then exponentially fast, provided it satisfies some L2 integrability condition. By
suspending a locally constant function Ruelle [14] constructed an Axiom A flow
which does not mix exponentially fast. The Fourier transform of its correlation
function has poles arbitrarily close to the real axis which is expressed in the fact
that the zeta function has poles arbitrarily close to the line Rz = P(F). However
the following corollary tells us that Axiom A diffeomorphisms always mix
exponentially fast as the Fourier transform of Q(T) is periodic. A proof without
invoking the zeta function is in [3] 1.26.

Corollary 15. ([12]) Suppose (Σ,σ) is topologίcally mixing and let μ be the unique
Gϊbbs state for some real valued feCθ(Σ), for some constant 0 > 0, whose pressure
is P. Then for given G,HeCil/2)θ(Σ) the Fourier transform Q(ω) of the "discrete
time" correlation function

= μ((Gστ)H), TGZ,

is meromorphίc in the strip {ωeC:|Iα>| < θ}. Furthermore if K is an eigenvalue of
L o* {and L^*) with an eigenspace whose basis is linearly mapped by the (Jordan)
matrix LOκ (and L l ι c ), Q(α>) is up to a function analytic for \Iω\<θ equal to

Σ ' ' - ιμκl(H) + μκl

λ(G)(l - κ^-pLUκ)'ιμl

L
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